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Introduction

This paper will. discusd the use of :art therapy, to p

"PERMISSION TO REPRODUCE THIS

MATERIAL HAS B ttrIFIANTED BY

THE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES
ORMATION CENTER (ERIC)."

omote

ego development in disturbed retarded .children. The retarded
s 1 t

,

child. xhibits devO.opMeRtal arrests ant regressions. He

may h Ve maladaptiVe(ego functions resulting in emotionally is-

turIced behavior. Art activities gromote-ego development, and theie-

With a Oecreade in-dii-by aid in decreaEing disturbed behavior.

IA

turbea behavior; the child has abetter ogoitunxty'to increase-hisk
v .

intellectual functioning and\adaptiv
)

of his eetardation (Roth, 1979, 1930).. For example). an eight

ehavior within the limitations

may"function as a three year -old in part `because of.emotion 1

ear -old

disturbance. Art therapy offers ask.opportunity todeal with emo-
.

As emotiona sturbancea,decreaae,\tionally disturbed behavior:

the retarded eight-year-did may make intellectual- gains.Ardising

his mental age to fbur years.
.

The following sections of this pap are dividedinto Oree
ti

parts.
.

Part I will,briefly discuss six major ego functions. 'Part
A

I

II deals with ego didturbances in mentally retarded children. Part

III synthesizes thec previous seztions and' illustrates throUgh case

4 examples the use of art therapy' to promot@ ego development.
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The; child at birth cannot differentiate his body from the

hest of the world. As the child grows and matures, be be-
,

gins to perceiVe his'body as distinct frOM the external world

During this separation-:individuation process, beginning at Ige

'4'four to. five months, the child' gains a sense of himself as a

4

separate entity,AMahler, Pine,& Bergman, 1975). Gaining this
,

Nenseof the beginning of ego formation.

Ego, along with id and suppregd, are '}three psychological con-7.

structs%postulated. by Freud, designated as the three provinces of

,,:the human psSxchiC apparatts. The id, which is unconscious,*II

the source of basib drives which aiae striving for discharge and

gratification.' The ego, which operates on a conscious and an
.

unconscious level, maintains and regulates the individual. The
-.-..\ .

t. .

ego mediates between the id and the supeAgo. The superego, an .

.unconscious mechanism, commonlylreferred to as one's conscience,
..'

1

e.

develops as an outgrowth Of an individual's having internalizqd parental
. ,

prohibitions and moral values. Id, ego, and superego emerge in various

tages of a child'''S psychosexual development (Freud, 1923/1949)..

Erikson (1963) postulated'a parallel relationship between

Freud's'stagei-sotSpsychosexual development (bail, anal, phallic,
r.

etc.) and psychosocial or ego development. He referred to the,

stages of:ego development as the "Eight Stages of-Man(' ranging
'

. from basic trust to integrity-
A

According to Erikson, et each stage of psychosexual or psy49-

social development' (i.e., ego development) the i fant, child, a-doles-
* .

cent, or adult must master the life tasks appropriate for that. "hase.'

The successful or unsuccessful performance ol these tasks has implication

3:
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4foiltfUture development. -The-successful resoluiken of each' stage
- -4

of-tasks results in adaptive ego functioning. The unsuccessful
e

reselu on of tasks results in maladaptive ego 'functioning. For

` 'Zkz e task solution is successful in\the orAl stage,

basic trust is estab4shed. If it is unsuccessful, bac mis-

trust is the result, with a correlative impairment in ego func-

tioning in the later stages of development. Similarly, if the

task crisis at the anal phase is resolved, then autonomy is es-

tablished. If the crisis is not successfuly resolved, then shame

or doubt are,the result, and so forth through the additional six

stages of development.

'-
Part I: Major Ecjo Functiolfis 14

The ego has many functions, six of which will be briefly high-
()

lighted (Meissner, Mack, Semrad, 19.75). Included among them are:

(

1) control and regulation of instinctual drives. In this capacity, the

ego mediates between id impulses and the-.otitside world. The development
8

of the ego allows the individual to delay the gratification of immediaee

wishes and urges, i.e., to postpone the discharge of instinctual-- 4 r

drives.
.
The ego is aided in thisfele by the.etmlution of 2)0

4. cDt

autonomous functions such as.thought processes, langge, and.

perceptual-motor organization. For example, if an- 'individual

can fulfill an instinctual wish by fantasizing, then urgent action

...,may not have to be taken. Similarly, other intellectual processes,

such as the ability tip acquire knowledge, to figure things out,

Ito merriorize, to sequence; to imitate, and .to anticipate conse7

quences help the. ego to regulate an, individual's behavior.

3) Reality testing. This function of the ego is to objectively



evaluate the exeernal world, to allow the individual to distin-

guish realityrom fantasy. The ego also has the capacity to

foster the individual's adapting.to reality and "to form adequate.

solutions [to problems] based on previously tested justments of

reality" (Meissner et al., 1975, p. 533).

4) Object relationships. This ego function is the capacity for

mutually satisfying relationships with both objects and people.

5) Defense. This ego function is to employ

anisms to combat anxiety.

6) Synthesis. Another major function of the ego Is

ease mech-

,

the'capa-;

city to unite thenvariou's drives, tendencies, and function; within'
4

the personality,"so that the inditridual can"think, feel and act

in an organized and directed manner" ( Neissner et al., 1975, p: 534').

This section' highlighted major ego functions. A healthy

child has adaptive ego functions andcan cope appropriately

his environment: A retarded child may havi maladaptive ego func-:

tions, and have difficulty coping appropriately with his environ-f

ment.
I

The menta ly retarded child suffers from intellectual impai-

ment, and emoti nal and physical developmental delays. Not all
I

retarded childrA, however, are emotionally disturbed. __A retarded

child who does not,have the supportsystems tocope with his

handicaps pay develop maladaptive ego functions and exhibit emo7,

-/
tionally disturbed behavibr in different areas of /g functioning.
..,,

Part II: Ego D,isturbaes in Mentally Retarded Children

- The American association on Mental Deficiency (1961) defines

mental retardation as "sub-average intellectual functioning Which



originates in the developmental period,

I .1:apairment in adaptive behavior."

and is associated with

. Mental retardation is a complex problem. There are two

approaches to the conceptual definition of mental retardation.

One is a biomedical model and the other a socio-cultural model.

According to the biomedical, model, mental retardation is caused

by structural impairment to the brain. According to the socio-

cultural model, mental retardation is related to the.individual's

inability to adapt to cultural norms of behavior. He/she is

labeled retarded on-the basis of an inability to ieari and to

adapt to the demands of society ,and to be self-sufficient. Causes
4

for this inability may stem from developmental impairments, learn-

ing difficulties, or for other reasons.
*

-Three percent of the population in theUnited States is men,
.

tally retarded. Thelnajority of the mentally retarded in the

United States come from the lowest socio-economic group." They

are the inhabitants of urban slums, and backwards rural communi-

ties. They are the poor (Cytryn & LOurie, 1975)-.

The mentally retarded child may not form 'early mother-Child

bonds which are crucial for normal humors attachments. The child
p

may be slow in differentiating himself from his mother, a process

that Fequires intact sensory, perceptual and intellectual mech-

anisms. , Thus the child's entire emotional- development is delayed.

The child is dependent for a longer-period of timevthus inde-

pendence and/autonomy are delayed. In disadvantaged homes, family

cohesiveness is often absent. There may be no father. Mothers,

graridmothers, and siblings raise the children in 'an unstable

4
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environmentParental\roles,are unclearlyadefined.

6

Many care-

takers may distort &he infant's process of human attachment and

object relations, retarding future personality development. A

stablecare-taking person is essential for healthy intellectual

and emotional developthent.

Children suffering from pocio-cultural mental retardation

may not receive appropriate stimulation as infants, which impairs

ter,intellectual development, or they may receive too much or incon-

sistent stimulation from a chaotic environment. 'there may be a lack of
it

;11 verbal stimulatiom resulting inpoor language development, the
S

basis of abstract thinking. Mentally retarded children may also

be, hypersensitive to sensory stimulation.. For-example, loud noises

or bright lights maybe very painful to them. Exposure to these

things may stimulate hyperactivity, irritability or avoidance.

A mentally etarded child who finds learning a slow and difficult

process to begin with is further handicapped if he. is hyperactive,

resulting in restlessness and a short attention span. Irrita-

bility is reflected in a low frustra on tolerance. Delaying

gratification may increase the retarded child's anxiety which
Is- 1

,

.
.-' .

*lea s
.

to disorganization an undesirable behavior. j
.

1 ;

On the other hand, some children screen out environmental

stimulation to the point of creating a barrier between' themselves

and the outside World. They exhlbit autistic-like behvior.\
\

k

Mentally retarded children may also-be aggressive and ex-,

hibitpoor impulse control and destructive behavior, the result.

of-brain dathage or negativeem5;ironTe4tal influences.

Some mentally retarded children have difficulty tolerating

11



change. Any change in people'or routine may be very disruptive

to 'them, causing disorganization. These children need routines

and predictability in their environment., In enviironments whete

there is a lack of limit setting and poor role models, the re-

tarded child may exhibit poor impulse control. He does not

learn to sublimate aggreSsive drives.
r

The retarded child may also be emotionally neglected, re-

ceiving little encouragementagement or praise, in a poor self-

concept and poor body image.-,
(

Mentally retarded childrchildren lmay reaize thatthey are differ-

ent from other children and their sib ings. This'gives
(

them a

feeling of inadequacy and 16w' self-esteem sometimes leading'to

depression or manifested irp.ant'l-social behavior. The mentally

retarded child cal, lack originality in his play if he can play
. -

at all. His interaction's` with ,Is:May be limited, repetitious,
7

or stereotyped ,(Cytryn & Lourie, 1975).

To summarize Parts I and Itj,of this paper:, The mentally re-.

tarded,child May develop maladap, ve ego functions.*
.

1. The child may'not be able to control his drive's and post-
) ,- ,/

pone gratification. He,,there re, acts impulsively and exhil#ts4

A
ow frustration toleration. yr

2. Autonomous'functioning thought processes, language;

perceptual-motor orgnization) is` delayed and deficient. The
,

\

child has.difficulty in the ark of acquiring knowledge, Mem ryi
ik4,

-speaking,' an coordinatihg visual, motor and mental adtiyitie'S.

\ j> .,

...
A \

4,,

*The di cussion of maladap ive ego 'functions (2-6) relies
on Hendersp os paper.
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The child may alsO'hae difficulty .cpcuhing on an activity and

Ricking out what is relevant. Difficulty in focusing mey'result

in distractibility and hyperactivity.

3. Reality testing may be poor: The child may nOt have an

accurate peiception of his environment or himself. He may not

em
recognize or underst nd convention 'social behavior. He may not

:
\,

be able to distingui h reality_Uom fantasy. He may not recog-

nize himse as a separate person with physical boundaries that

differentiate hi self from others. He may have a dihtorted body
,-- ---..

t 7
Iimage.

4. Impaired development o object relationships may lead

to unsatisfactory relat onships with people. The child may be
A

excessively dependent, lack flexibility, lack reflectivity, and

tack the capacity to inh\bit impulsive behavibr. He may, on the

other hand, exhibit avoidance behavior or be pathologically mani-

pulative.

5. The retarded child, because of -his inability to reflec4, may

employ primitive defense mechanisms such \a avOi ce "either into fan-
.

tasy or into activity" (Henderson, 1975). The reta ded child might

al0 exhibit defenses in the Arm of impulsive bet ior, oljsessive

)

stereotyped behavidt, aggressive behavior,or regre sive behavior.
,i.

6. The.i.etar
1

a child may be less able to syn hesize the

J. other, major ego functions "in the service ofOia, table and re- .

warding life pattern" (Hendersoh, 1975). Thus drives, thought

processes, relation'to-reality, object relations and defense.mech-

anisms not fully integrated into an adaptive whole.

'Part III: The Use of Art Therapy to Promote Ego Development

This sectionllidiscuss in general andIlluptrate through

9
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case examples the use of art therapy to promote each of the six

ego functions previously addresss. The case exmples are drawn

from the John Merck Program for Disturbed ketarded Children,

Western Psychiatric Institute and,Clinic, Univiasoity of Pittsburgh,

School,of Medicine.

Art therapy, provides an oppOrtUgity for crea,ive self-expressi n

which can be a very satisfying)exioer,ce. An att product is a

testimony' to existencesr-- -1-'makemark, theref5re I am. Art

therapy enables thenon-yerbal.child to express himself in con-

crete form. It facilit es the verbal chp,d's ability to talk

about his feelings by ekther being able to r.efe4 to a finished

product, or by providing a process which permits the child, to

visually focus on ar/liactivity while sharing his feelings.

In addition to the above, there are specific,ways in which
4

art therapy promotes ego development.

In'terms of ives, art therapy offers

for the expression of unacceptable impulses.

an app4priate outlqt

It providps an oppor-

tunity for emotional release. Forqgxample, inappropriate seXual

well as'frustration and aggression can be sublimated

thro*gh the use of art materials. %Negative impulses such as

ttinchirt and hittingcan be chan elled into ositive experiences,

suGh as pounding and molding. he child 'learns that it is all right

impulses as

it

-1,

, . 1*The John Merok-Program rovides an/ nultidiscipliwary ap'proach
the treatment of disturbed, retarded ch ren within a thera- I

utic milieu. Art therapy is one of seve al therapies that are
fered In ihtogram.

4a.

.

)

1

As

/
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to pound clay, and he receives praise for this behavior whereas

/
he ma be punished for "pounding" another child. Thus the child

learn that he can discharge his impulses in an acceRtable manner

and his physical activity becomes productive,'and rewarding.

Case #1: This case concerns a nine-year-old moderately retarde
*-1

who was incapable of controlling and regulating his basic drives.

His behavior proble, included greediness, inspprippriats sexual

behaviorshpredictable aggressive outbursts' dikficulty re-

sponding to limits, a lowfrustration tolerance, a short atten-

tion span and a tendency,to taitrum. He ra ly in enacted with

other children. When he did, it was in an intrusive, aggressive

way (e.g., hitting, kicking, biting, scratching). He was an im-
\

pulsive\child whg.demanded instant gratification. He' constantly

sought approval or disapprov.al ana frequently asked, "Do you like

me?" He ate rapidiyeoften grabbing food from others. He ex-
6

hibited much sexua curiosi and was)known to rbAt female

staff members in their genital He frequently asked dtk.

Ifemale staff mem ers, "Will you marry
ne

? ", "Are you married?",

-Ior "Will you make arry on my lips?"

This child not o - e 'doias

very confused about he relationshi of sexilali_ty an ession.

At the time of)his t therapy diagnostic evaluation, he m e five

non-figurative dilawings. All the idea that he associated ith

,these art products related to fish that were kissing,,eatin* and/or

killing one another. . .

..,
J

1

As art therapy progresred, oedipal themes with violent over-
-.

toues became prominent. Ma }y of his oedipal fantasies remained

...

/

_ y

43r

1 needs but he Ifas

I

. *
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disguised in t1e form of animal stories. For example, in one

drawing ."two giraffes" were in bed sleeping. A "snake" awakened

.-\....- them and they ,killed the snake.

A

ni

The opportunity to use art aterials-and to express disturb2

ing'thoughts in a supportive en, ironment allowed this.child to
,A'

channel the inappropriate aggressive and sexual impUlses that he

exhibited toward staff and peers into a constructive experience.
1

Art therapy helped him to recognize and deal with his intense

emotional conflicts which he seemed neither able to fully under-

,_--4and nor control. He began to learn that his sexual and aggres-m,

siVe impulsiveness and his intrusive behavior were not acceptable

to the staff, but that his uncontrollable Rulings were acceptab

in therapy when' sublimated through arts activities. Titus, at lea

in art therapy, he wasable to controi 13,4- drives. It would take,

however,, a 'long 'Y period of .time than that for which this boy was

hosiiitalized (eight vbnths) for this type of control to generaliZe

and be maintained in:all situations.

C

Because the retarded child' experiences a.,7 rolonged infancy,

he experiences 'deficits in sensory', peiceptual- otor and intel-
!

. . t

1
, ._

lectual areas (Wilson, 1977). Art therapy promotes these arms '-

\cpf
)

autdnomous ego functpning by expanding the child's sensory,
Pk.

.

.

rceptual-motor and intellectual horiz9ns. Art materials/with
'\% __

i .

eir range of textures and Tilt stimulate the senses, Art :4

therlpy requires that'the child manipulatp-mediaand focus on
0 ,

whatever,he. is doing; thus_ perceptual -motor activities are

coordinated:-) Talking about an art produc7stimi:214tes the:child'k
...

intellectual ability, memory, :and imagination. MastMastering thp uspV'1'

k
. 4

12
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of art materials is a positive experience. As the child becomes

increasingly. confident with media, he may obtain a greater degree

of mastery over his environment, without fear of failure. Suc-
.

cessfulrresolution-qf an "art problem" (e.g., getting 4 clay

figu;e to stand up straight) may lead the child to a greater

realization of his ability and potential in coping with everyday

'experienees.

Case #2: This case concerns .a sevenyeax-old non - verbal, moderate:

retarded boy who was delayed and deficient in all areas of auto-

nomous functioning: His diagnosis was childhocid schizophrenia
.

with autistic feiature0.4'This boy exhibited self-abuse, self-

stimulation,tantruming behavior, episodes of staring into space'

and laughing or cr7ing, a lack of peer int,pection, a short atten-*
r

tion span_ and a low 'frustration tolerance.

This boy initially responded to art materials in primitive

ways. In most cases,' his interactions with media were limited

Zzy to touching, smelling, throwing, or submerging them in water.
t

Frequently 'he did not interact with the art materials at all but

instead walked around the room, touching and poking shiny objects,.
At,

or he involved himself in non-art activities such as opening ind

closing a pencil bbx, or kicking a crayon around the roc4n. His

yew attempts aedrawing were limited to linear and-curvilinear

lines and dots situated at the bottom of sheets of paper '(see

*Figure 1).

The approach used to get this child to interact appiopriately

with the art materials included: consistent exposure to the art

materials on a weekly basis, insisting that he spend a portion of

each session sitting in a chair with media in front of him, giving

.13
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him a great deal of support, and selectively reinforcing him with

praise when he manipulated any medium appropriately. Initially

the therapist also tried to ignore his self-stimulating in the

_form of touching,shiny,objects, but if no one interfered with

this activity, he would do it for hours.

The therapist then decided to use his "pathology" to decrease.

his "pathology". He was told that he hqd to use an art material
1

(e.g., make a drawing).and, then he could spend a few minutes

walking around the room, poking shiny objects. Then he had to

sit down.again. As his art work became more meaningful to him,

there was an increase in.the amount of time that he spent "on task?,

and a decrease in the amount of time he spent inappropriately.

In other words, the art work was self-reinforcing. Also, he

learned to,use a variety of media appropriately (e.g., markers,

clay, etc.). His scribblings evolved from a limited number of

4marks confined to a small area of a sheet of paper to full scale

marks that filled a sheet of paper.

When this boy demonstrated the ability to make controlled

marks, the therapist helped him to sustain this accomplishment

and to prolong`his attention span to a drawing task by linking

it with the progress that he was making in speech therapy. By

this time, after nine months of hospitalization, this ,boy had

,learned. to verbalize 34 words.

Among these words were several nouns including "boy, duck,

tree, key; and cup ". The therapist assembled pictures of these
AP

various objects, glued them to paper, and printed the word below

them. With verbal and physical guidance, the therapist showed him

14
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how to draw the images that he had learned to say while using the.

pictures as references. Eventuallyhe was able to draw some o

the pictures spontaneOusl (see Figure. 2). The boy was delighted

with this activity. Perhaps because the drawing now relevant

to other aspects of his education in whichel, was, aking gains,

he was motivated tor concentrate. Hence, art therapy was effective

in prOmoting his autonomous ego functions. Ithelped himuto focus,

to coordinate visual-motor and mental actVities in the process of
. . ,

mastering new skLlls, and to reinforce'his verbalizing.

In terms Af reality testing; many disturbed retarded children

have either oor bodIr images or no coyept of their body image.

Art expert ces can be used to reality orient a child .in firms of

his body image and.ipacial relationships. By talking about body'

parts and drawing pictures of people,,:or sakirig models of.figuies-
/

or' even "Humpty,Dumpties,"' children learn.about the interrelatedness.
,,.

P '.

-f,))ic3dy parts: Tracing the child's body on a large sheet:of .paper.is.

another way of orienting the child to hit body image (Gitter, 1964)..

fillus the child learns that he has distinct physical boundaries.
/
/

A ,if .

"Reality shaping" is a technique that this therapist uses to

help Children develop concepts of both people and objects which

they do not fully understand. (Roth, 1978). This is a teclinique of

using 2-D and 3-D models to develop a concept which a child initiates

but inaccurately, depicts on paper. For example, smeared lines iden-

tified as a tree coo not represent a tree. Through a process of adhering

a live branch toa sheet of paper and then painting a trunk, the

child begins to grasp the concept of a, tree. The live branch is then

phased out as,the child begins to reproduce the image, from,

memory, showing that he has internalized the concept of a tree.

15'
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. 1/4Case #3: This case concerns a five-year-old mOderately re-
i .

tarded, non-verbal little girl whose reality ipesting wes very
. .

. .

poor, She' lad very little dtlf-awareness. This Child was iso-
-

lated not onlyby 'her lack ability to speak ang to communicate, -

.
. ). ,but also due to poor receptive ladguage and a poor anion span,

P

She was very, withdrawn, exhibit no eye'contact, and limited inter-

15 ,

. ,

action with,peers and adult. =She manifested negativism in passive
.

ways. For example, in her first art therapy session, she painted
-

lavish border of smeared colors around the paper attached to

c_the easel instead of painting on%the paper. Her approadh' was a

wdeliberate attempt to avoid painting on the appropriate surface..
, th,r .

d '
Art therapy Moused, in' part, on helping this child to develbp

a sense of herelf as a person With. a distinct body image. ,Tech-
.

,niques included'learning to, draw a human figure, looking at her,-

Self in the mirror, examining the bodies of. dolls,- tracing '

lititure dolls on paper, and making figures outer of clay. Her.human"

figure art work over a pFriod of.I3 months evolved-from random,

scribbes (see Figure 3) Ito.elaborate cephalopodswhich even in-
..

cluded eye.4s d eyebrows. When iheapy terminated, she was

beginning to make more deve4 loped human figures by including a

separate torso section (see.Figure'4).

Paralleling her ability todraw a human figure was considerable

interest in-'the form and function of both internal and external

body parts and body eliminatidn.processeth. She also used human

figure drawings tp dea with events that were emotionally signi-

ficant to her. For e mple, after having two teeth pulled, teeth

were emphasized in her drawings for the first time. Finally, as

r

16



she began to recognize' herself\ as a separate person, she displayed
>

.

.c1 a range of affect, shoO4ng both anger when,she was frustrated,
,-.

0 . .

sand pleasure when she was-pleased with herself. (It shOt4d also
,

if

be noted that concurrently she had'le-arned sign language to com-

municate her basic needs:?

Thus, art therapy was successful in promoting this child'S,

re4illtesting mechanisms. She de'vloped an accurate perceptiOn
. .

of herselt throggh greatei Awareness of her bddy parts and their *
Or. 1... '-

iuter-relatednesi, 'and at the same time she exhibited an increase

in self-confidence and self-esteem.

In terms o object relationships, "the psycholo icLly healthy

individual iS able to establish and maintain satisfac r relation-

ships with people, which An terms of ego functi;onin/ ilicticates

.1

generally satisfactory devekOptent of object relationships" (Hender-

son, 197E% Art therapy provides a means o, communication and inter-
.

I. -V

action with objects in'the environment and with a supportive adult.
)

If a child can become confident in the use of art mlterials, it may.

lead to freer interactions with other objects and people' :(ya Osdol; 19'

A supportive therapist who shows a genuine interest in the

child:s art work an d respects his comments will endear herself/

himself to the child. Thetherapist *ensitive to the' child'i .Art

work-and their aSsociationsumay gain insightinto what the child

.does no understand'abou't himself or his environment" (Vary)sdo',.1972),

The therapist. may then help the child clarify a misunderstandibg

- with a simple explanation. ,This.positive relationship will hell:,

the child to trust in other adults".,

Case #4: .-This'case concerns 'a seven-year-old moderately,reta ded

girl whose relaiondhips.with both objects and people wer4igreatly

1 P,1 I ,
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'impaired. ,She did not interact appropriately, with objects and, o'-
he interactions. with, staff and peers were minimal. She exhibited

tantruming, self-abuse, self-stimulation, bizarre) posturing, and

severe speech prOblems.

Over a period of two years and nine' months', this child-made).

gains both in.terms of"learding how to use art materials appro-

priately and in terms-of relaA7ng appropriately to adults and

peers. In art therapy, this was done primarily by-having a range

Hof
AP,

materials available f6r'her to use, allowing her- to choose

materialsiath whidh she wanted to interact', repeatedly showing
.

her how to use media approprkately, teaching her how 4 draw and
N

. setting firmlimits.

Het interactions with the art materials during the first year

of treatment were characterized,by a-need to mess and to smear.

She frequently finger-painted or engaged in water play.- She oen
used the art materials inappropriately; for example, by dstributing-f.--%

paint around the/ roorvor by throwingjnaeria/sn Her'behavior during

the firSt year was freqpenaY uncooperativeli silly, sel-abusive
, --and generatlly difficult.tb manage.

)

During the second year of treatment, her inteeractions,wl.th the
.

. ld
art materialS more"a0propriate. Her self-stimul5tion which

consisted of waving her hand in front of her 'face as if she'wete
a

striking' ehe air) was easily re-dirIcted into manipulating gap

material. She made many, many drawings and- paintiips using this

striking gesture,:so fAatjpii 'art products were composed of dozens

of dots. Although these art works were tie product of a stereo-
.

typed gesture,- .he dots were dot placed radtiomly nor was h

selection of col rs random. _She mastered the- use "of many new two

1.8
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and thee-dimentional art materials and relined her control of1.

familiar materials. For example,-she learned to wipe a paint

brush along the. edge of the paint cup before ting so that

excess paint would not drip onto the floor. Alt ugh her, spon-

taneous mark making consisted of dots, she learned how to make

controlled marks including orizontal and vertical lines and

circles. These she.would draw, however, °pity upon request. Thus,

every week a portion of each session was set aside for structured

drawing tasks. At these times, she was encQuraged,-for example,
. .

to, make a page of just horizontal lines and she was not permitted

to make dots. Her controlled marl- making was gradually channeled.
1

into the representation of faces. She practiced making the schema

of a faceiwith verbal support and physical guidance. This,was

\,expanded into a cephalopod. .Other representational images from

hey environment followed: She also showed an interest in molding

forms out of clay (e.g., snowmen, houses, 'animals) and in gluing
n.

wooden:pieces to forte Structures.
f-

During the last nine months of aril thetapy,;:thichild continued
p

to display significant gains. HeJLbehaviok became increasingly or-

ganized ancl self-directed. She exhibited independence itiachoOsing

art materials which she interacted with appropriately. Both her

ability to conceptualize a variety-of familiar 'Images in her en-
.

vironment andlher echnical ability to represent them on papet

expanded. She cou draw. several pictures upon request. These

included a cephalopod,, a house, trees, flowers and jpiMals. Her

spontaneous in actions with drawing and painting materials, how-

ever, cont),nued to, consist. of making qts.
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As,this child's human figure developed,.s e began

to recognize a range of affective expressions and feels gs. She

differentiated between happy and sad feelings which she, rF4.ected

into her art product. Thus, she demonstrated a level

of abstraction. She also learned to verbalize

ings and to say, "I'q, mad." Hencp art therapy

who was initially reluctant to become involve4

her own angry feel- \,

helped this girl,

with.the'world,

relate appropriately to a range of objects. In structured situa-

tions, she showed the ability to inhibit her stgreptyped,behavior

and to exhibit a aptive behavior. As her skills impkoved and

she mastered the ar therapy environment, she no longer exhibited

outbursts(and was ab e to relate to the therapist appropriately.

In terms of defense mechanisms-, art therapy offers e ag-

gressive child an ,opportunity'to sublimate h impuls

'stated previbusly, aso5a1 impiises dan 'be a ely channelled

into a socially productive act. Art therapy could help to free

the inhibited 6hild from being so restriicted. Allowing ;the in-

-a hibited child to have a series of-s ccessful experiences with

crayonsid,Markers may encourage the child to try materials that

are More difficult to control, suchas painter.. As itn cver-anxiCus
-, . ,

or ihhpited child begins to loosen up and relag, he often'

becomesihtreasingly verbal.- Art, material; can also used to

help-childnen who are afraid to reach out and touch, things to

less tactile defensive. By.having a range of materials to touch

explore, ante child wil; learh that there areane pleasant things

'to feel; to,combine, and to take apart. As a child works,with

shapes', tOxfures, and densities, he gains a sense.pf f'prm him-

'Self (FitZgi4c5n:, 1465).
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Case #5: This case concerns an eight- year -old mildly retarded Nil
4. I ,

g
wa

- AR

il who was both inhibited And otter- ,anxious. She manifested a
. . 4

speech delay anda'nervous laugh. She exhibistedyioor peer inter-
a

actions and over-ieliance on adults. She was very sensitive to
.

4 ,' "N, , (

,''

..0,,, / v
1 1

.... criticism. A majoi defense mechanism that this child employed
'.- 4 .J

3

was to perseverate on whatever she was doing if. an adult, showed

4.1
-4.approval of the initiar-l'acqvity. 'phis was evidenced in art therapy.

r --------i 46,

:.
Her iniqal`errt work was'characterized by controlled orderli-'

, .
ne.ys 'and a compdision to..repeat linear forms. For example, she

/

0

would fill a sheet of paper wA-kparallel lii3es (see Figure 5)j

or tier name, or letters Qf he alphabet. Her human figure drAw-
,,

ings had multiple.legs. As loTg as she repeated lines, she felt
"

.

secute in what,ibe wds doing,And defended herself against 1.5)sing

failure or disapproval.
. . 0,

Arttherapy focused on helping this child decrease he needr
to perseverate on linear0f9rms 4nd 14tters and to expand her pic-

torial imagery. This was.doffeyby initially_ encouraging her to
,

A JO,

use clay. Slay was chosen ,b*cause it wa aterial with. which

she-was not all that famili&and one th t was different fr m
4

I 'drawing :#6*.kaals. Thus, s#e did not have any preconceid )ideas

',bout what she could-makerRith the clay, or what she felt that

-4
she should make to gain approval:.

A portion of each art therapy session was set aside for a

_,structured clay activity. The therapist showed her bow to combine

and mold clay to make different forms. They concentrated on repre-.
ft

senting thingd that were part of the environment (e.g., people,

tree, hopse, dog, cat,' etc.). In each session, they made only

21
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one of a kind. After four months of art therapy, when this. girl/
0

returned to making drawings, she did:not perseverate on linear #

forms. Rathes,sge made unique imagds which

famil ar places

(see Figure 6).

e associated wittk,\

kald objects (e.g.,,herlhome, bicyclest people)

Art therapy was

defensive and more

AV.

successful in helping his child to be less

elf-confidant' indep dent. She acquired

.0 sense of security in knowing t1at'she could something because

she wanted. to and potjust for the sake of pleasing someone else.

Her need to pqrseverate was eliminated and she was willing to take

risks in making pictor
&ialldmages. She was proud' 5F ftr accomplish-

ments. \The opportunity to make choices and to master a new

S

en-
.,--vironment also erved to raise her self-esteem. he became more

assertive, activ nd verbal. 7
, t '

Finally, art'therapylprpmotes synthetic elgo functions. It
, ti

offers the opportunity to give vent to drives; it requires,tha
. P. ,

the chi41 be award of his surroundings; thtgthe child 'coordinate
4 \ .

perceptual-motor skills; that the chid make contact with objects
.

. %
..,eout of himself,land thhi he bej,es defensive. All these .0

'I

A .

..experiences combille to help the child become increasingly orupized',*

and integrated.

Case0r6: This case conberns a -year-old moderatel'Pre-
c

rded bo whole ability to synthesize his major ego functions

ficient. His behavior was characterized by hyperactivity,

siveness, itappropriate sexual behav'or, enuresis nd enco-

presis. He was an extremely didorganized child who man fested his

anxiety in hair twirling, thumb sucking, and most dramatically in

22
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Impid speech. His sp

king of words which

ch4 consiste of, a ramble

ere `ii most cases irrele

aid. Ithis pressure of 'speech also served

barricade t,o,.screen out veiba stimuli. Whe

0
il

milly, he did of pay attention to o
r

asking him to /do things, or directing hen hot to do certain thing
1

By tuning out people, lie could control his environment lin a

22

g incoherent

ant td the situat

an emotional

he tialked Gontinu

may have been

pass ye-Agrees a way.
C%

and

This child s initiaa art products consisted

erseverative marks., He spoke rapidly and incessantly.

Of scribbli

J/thoughts were irra anal and scramblvd.,

.Ar rapt' oncentr d on helping this child slow down

both physically and verbally. He was)allowed to chposeonly

one material to'\use at a time. It had to be pu _away before
)

he could chooe.another. i-Xs way, h was not overwhelmed

by too many choices, and'he could not impulsively go from

one thin to the next. He was encol-i?aged.to focus on, one
. -

.

theme -at .a time-inThis art work, and to begin nother sheet

of paper if)he had a new idea. Thus, he le# ed to separate,11
-------

his thoughts and to concentrate on oneopictorial iryge at a
-

time. Over a period!of two years, this process was effective

7
i helping him to be rfireforganized and coherent.

Several major themes appeared in this boy's art work.
.

Initially his art products focused on his home and family

relationships, particularly his fear of his father. The

next theme to emerge included the art therapist as an essential

member ofthe family unit, evidence of a growing relationship.,
P
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The third theme related to't

he began to produce bowe

,improved, the

ac vites. Th

F as

hglpiqg him
4

23

letin%; During a regressive phase,

movements in his pants. toileting
/ esfocu off his art work centered on classroom,

fi1h theme thdi appear14 related to body parts.
- 1 [ -

discharge approached, emphasis was placed on

eparate from the program by focusing on fUture

oriented concerns such as anew school and new fridhds.
t

.

Art therapy
was

helpful in enabling this child to become

more full integated. sDaringrartftherapy sessiois, he pulled
''--together all of his inner resources. His anxiety anditpUlt leivity

Y.,
1 , .,.

dece-eased while his attention span increased. His language,)
4

.. I

slowed down, and-he became cols-Arent.' His thijughts became
. : 011,

increasingly ratio1,.focusing on reaiity-oriented concerns

)

instead of T.V. ceihmerciaasi, and non-sensical "1.ibberish."

As his art work bd'ame more meanifOul to him, his v rbil

defenses decreased. Al di, his relationship with the herapist
4

felped lath to have .app opriate interpersonal relationships with
f$

49ither adults.

Conclusion

In additions to impaired intellectual functioning and

slow development, retarded children m have mal -adap

ego functions leading to'compli 'emotional eveloatlent.

Although there is a persisting controversy over wher retarded

children exhibit emotionally disturbed b ors that are

.

different in k' dArom those of non - retarded

41it is cltjr that they o exhibit a range of

psyvhopathologY. It is also evident that h

child, like the cp.sturbed non-retarded c

from art theFapyjreatmenti

OP development.

hildren (Chess, 1970),

rimary and secondary

disturbed- retarded

ild, can benefit

to promote ego

,24
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CAPTIONS

Figure 1 Curvilinear lines and dots characteristic of a basic
lack of interest in using art materials.

Figure 2 Human figure, drawing identified as a boy. An image
that the child learned to draw while using himself and
pictures of a boy as references.

Figure 3 Random scribbling representative of the child's
initial art work.

Figure 4 A de velqped human figure that includes a'separate
torso section, and the-addition of glasses.

Figure 5 Parallel lines exemplifying a compulsion to repeat
linear forms.

Figure 6 Drawing of a person after 4 months of art therapy
where the emphasis had been on the use of clay revealing
the.absence of the need to perseverate on linear forms.
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